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Abstract
Since an ensemble of neural networks outperforms a single network
we expect that the selection of input variables based on an ensemble is
superior to the selection based on a single neural network In this article
we will present an algorithm that performs input selection based on an
ensemble of neural networks Using this algorithm the correct sets of
variables were found for two articial problems Furthermore for two
realworld problems we determined the relevance of the input variables
Our predictions were equal or better than the predictions of other methods
described in the literature
Keywords
architecture selection combining classiers combining predictors feature
selection input selection knowledge extraction subset selection
  Introduction
Whenever a neural network is trained on only part of the available data the
resulting solution will strongly depend on the actually selected data exam
ples Breiman 	 This 
instability eect is particularly strong when the
number of examples is rather small as is the case in many realworld problems	
An ensemble of neural networks trained on dierent parts of the available data
will therefore contain dierent maybe even contradicting solutions	 The ex
istence of these dierent solutions does not only reect the uncertainty caused
by the limited amount of data but also explains why an ensemble outperforms
a single neural network Breiman  Heskes 	 Therefore input se
lection should prefer an ensemble to a single network	 Although many input
selection algorithms have been proposed for single neural networks see for ex
ample Belue  Bauer  Glorfeld  Grandvalet  Canu  Refenes
et al	  van de Laar et al	  we are not aware of any input selection
algorithm based on an ensemble of neural networks	 Unfortunately approaches
to select input variables from single neural networks cannot easily be generalised
to an ensemble since one should not apply schemes that treat the ensemble as
 
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a whole such as for example majority voting and ignore the conicts within
the ensemble the cause of the improvement in performance
Before proposing an algorithm for input selection based on ensembles in
Section  we will rst describe how we create an ensemble of neural networks
see Section 	 and give a brief introduction to input selection see Section 
	
Simulations of this algorithm and their results are described in Section  We
will end with our conclusions and discussion see Section 	
  Ensemble
We will now describe how we create an ensemble of neural networks For
each neural network in the ensemble the training	 data is randomly divided
into estimation and validation data Starting from small random initial values
the weights of the network are updated through backpropagation of the mean
squared error on the estimation data Training is stopped at the minimum of
the mean squared error on the validation data
In this article we will also use some realworld datasets For the sole purpose
of comparison the available data is rst divided into test and training data
Using the training data an ensemble of neural networks is created exactly as is
described before The test data which is never used during training is used to
estimate the performance of this ensemble and to compare the performances of
dierent input selection algorithms
 Input selection
If we want to determine which of the N variables should be included for a given
task we have to consider 
N
possible sets of variables Therefore a procedure
that estimates the relevance of the variables based on the performance of every
possible set of input variables is only feasible if the number of input variables
is rather small Consequently instead of an exhaustive search in real world
application we often use approximations such as backward elimination forward
selection and stepwise selection see eg Draper  Smith  Kleinbaum
et al 	
To estimate the performance of a single neural network on a given set of
variables we used an algorithm called partial retraining We chose this algo
rithm since it outperformed all other algorithms such as Optimal Brain Surgeon
weight analysis and constant substitution in a benchmark study van de Laar
et al 	
 Algorithm
When one performs input selection on the ensemble as a whole for example
by selecting the input variables according to the majority of the individual
neural networks in the ensemble one ignores the conicting solutions within
the ensemble that are the source of the improvement in generalising perfor
mance Breiman  Heskes 	 On the other hand when one performs
input selection on each of the neural networks of the ensemble separately one
might not be able to combine these individual selections into a single compre
hensible input selection scheme We propose an algorithm that lies between
these two extremes and that is closely related to backward elimination

In the remaining part of this section we will rst introduce our notation
then we will describe the algorithm and illustrate it on an example We will
end with a brief discussion of the computational cost of the algorithm
  Notation
The estimated error on the task of a single neural network i given the set s
of input variables will be denoted by E
i
s
 The minimal error of neural net
work i given a collection of sets V is denoted by E
i
min
V   min
s V
E
i
s
 For
example if V contains two sets s  f	 
  g and s

 f  g ie V 
ff	 
  g f  gg then E
i
min
V  is the minimal error of network i on either
s or s

 And nally the minimal error of the ensemble given a collection of
sets V is denoted by MV  
P
i
E
i
min
V  where the sum is calculated over
all neural networks in the ensemble Note that dierent neural networks in the
ensemble might attain their minimal error on dierent sets
  Description
Starting with a collection of sets V that only contains one set containing all
variables the algorithm repeats the following steps until all variables are re
moved
	 Based on the collection of sets V determine all possible sets with one
variable less
 For each neural network in the ensemble estimate its generalising per
formance on these sets In the simulations the generalising performance
will be estimated by partial retraining the neural network based on the
estimation data and calculating its performance on the validation data
 Determine the set s

that yields the lowest error ie s

 argmin
s
P
i
E
i
s

where the sum is calculated over all neural networks in the ensemble

 Redene the collection of sets V such that it only contains the set s

 The
corresponding minimal error is thus equal to MV 
 From the remaining sets nd the set s that yields the largest decrease in
minimal error when this set would be included in the collection of sets V 
Of course this set also gives the lowest minimal error when included ie
s  argmin
s  V
MfV sg
 If the largest relative decrease in error ie the largest decrease in the
error divided by the minimal error is larger than the parameter  add
the corresponding set s to the collection of sets V and go back to the
previous step
Our algorithm only depends on the parameter 

 This parameter controls
the comprehensibility of the input selection scheme versus the accuracy of this
scheme If a small value is chosen for this parameter it is very likely that many
sets with slightly dierent solutions will be allowed within the collection of sets
If a large value is chosen probably only a few sets with very dierent solutions
will exist within the collection of sets Following these steps it can be easily
 
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Table  Estimated performance of each network on each possible set rst
sweep
Set E
 
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
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Table  Estimated performance of each network on a number of collections of
sets rst sweep
Collection of sets E
 
min
V  E

min
V 
P
i
E
i
min
V 
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seen that our algorithm only considers collections of sets with the same number
of input variables Furthermore our algorithm not only iteratively nds the sets
of input variables but also clusters the dierent solutions within the ensemble
of neural networks
  Example
To illustrate our algorithm we will now give a rather lengthy example We
assume that we have an ensemble of two neural networks and a database that
contains four input variables The parameter  is set to 
  First sweep
The algorithm starts with the collection of one set that contains all variables
ie ff  	 
gg In the rst step all possible sets with one variable less are
determined In this case this will result in ff  	g f  
g f 	 
g f 	 
gg
In step two for each network the generalising performance on these sets are
estimated and are given in Table  In step three after calculating the errors
of the sets f  	g f  
g f 	 
g and f 	 
g which are equal to  

 and  respectively the set f 	 
g that yields the lowest error  is
determined In step four we redene V to be ff 	 
gg ie it contains only the
set with the lowest error Consequently MV  is equal to  By removing the
set f 	 
g from all possible sets with one variable less we reduce the number
of elements in this collection and end up with ff  	g f  
g f 	 
gg In
step ve we determine the decrease in error when one of these sets would be
added to our collection of sets V  Again using Table  we can easily determine
the error on these collections of sets As can be seen in Table  adding the
set f  
g to V  resulting in the collections of sets ff  
g f 	 
gg will
yield the largest decrease in error of size  Since the relative decrease in error
 is less than  we will not add the set f  
g to the collection of sets


Table  Estimated performance of each network on a number of collections of
sets second sweep
Collection of sets E
 
min
V  E

min
V 
P
i
E
i
min
V 
ff gg 	 
 
ff gg 
  	
ff gg  
 
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 
ff g f gg   
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 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Table  Estimated performance of each network on a number of collections of
sets third sweep
Collection of sets E
 
min
V  E

min
V 
P
i
E
i
min
ffgg 
 
 
ffgg 
	 
 
ffgg 
 
 
ffg fgg 
 
 
ffg fgg 
 
 
V  Therefore we are nished and we return to the rst step
  Second sweep
Since V is now equal to ff  gg step one results in ff g f g f gg In
step two the performances are estimated These performances can be found in
Table  In step three we nd that s
 
 f g Thus in step four V is made
equal to ff gg and MV  is thus equal to  In step ve we determine the
decrease in error when one of the remaining sets would be added to our collection
of sets V  Using Table  we see that adding the set f g to V results in an
improvement of  where as adding the set f g yields no improvement So
since the relative decrease in error  is more than 
 we add the set
f g to our collection of sets V  set MV  equal to  and we go back to step
ve We again determine the decrease in error when one of the remaining sets
would be added to our current collection of sets V  ff g f gg Again
using Table  we see that adding the only remaining set f g to V yields no
improvement Therefore in step six we conclude that the decrease in minimal
error does not justify adding another set to our collection of sets V  and we
again go back to step one
  Third sweep
Since V is now equal to ff g f gg step one results in ffg fg fgg In
step two the performances are estimated and they can be found in Table  In
step three we nd that s
 
 fg Thus in step four V is made equal to ffgg and
MV  is equal to  In step ve we determine the decrease in error when one
of the remaining sets would be added to our collection of sets V  Using Table 
we see that neither adding the set fg or fg to V results in any improvement
Therefore in step six we conclude that the increase in performance does not
justify adding a set to our collection of set V  and we go back to step one for
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Figure  Summarising graph of our example See text for explanation
the last time
   Final sweep
Since V is equal to ffgg step one now results in fg In step two we now
determine the base performance Since the empty set is the only set it will be
selected in step three as the set with the lowest error And thus in step four V
will contain the empty set and MV  is equal to the base performance ie the
performance with no input variables Step 	ve and six are skipped since there
are no remaining sets And 	nally our algorithm ends since all variables have
been removed
   Graph
Normally we will not give all these details of the algorithm but we will summarise
the results in a single graph The graph that summarises our example is given
in Figure  Each box in this graph contains two lines The number on the lower
line denotes the number of neural networks whose validation error is minimal on
this set from all displayed sets The symbols on the upper line indicate the set
of input variables To indicate a set two notations are possible First one could
indicate which elements are contained in the set Second one could indicate
which elements have to be removed to arrive at this set In our example the set
f
 g can be made by removing the elements one and three from the initial set
containing all elements    or by adding the elements two and four to the
empty set  
  For brevity of notation and thus readability of the graph we
will always use the shortest notation Therefore in the beginning the elements
to be removed will be indicated but when more than half of all elements have
been removed we will indicate the remaining variables To distinguish between
these two notations we will use a minus sign to denote removal and a plus sign
to denote inclusion As a 	nal remark when two or more sets of the same size
contain or remove the same elements we will emphasize this by 	rst giving the
elements in which they dier and then giving the elements on which they agree
Therefore in Figure  we have written   
   and      rather than    
 
and     
  Computational Cost
An ensemble of neural networks often outperforms a single network yet this
increase in performance is achieved at the expense of an increase in compu
tational cost Whenever an ensemble is used instead of a single network the
computational cost will at least increase 	rst by a factor equal to the size of
the ensemble and second due to additional overhead Also our algorithm shows

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Figure  The sets of the input variables of the signal plus noise problem as
determined by an ensemble of one hundred neural networks with     See
Section  for explanation
this kind of increase in computational cost when compared to input selection
algorithms based on single networks Furthermore	 a comparison between our
algorithm based on an ensemble containing a single network and more than
one network shows that additional sets might be considered and thus additional
computational costs have to be accepted In our previous example	 when the
ensemble would contain only network one or two instead of both then 
 col
lections of sets would be considered whereas now 
 collections of sets have
been considered Although the number of dierent collections to be considered
depends	 amongst others	 on the data set	 we have some control over it by our
parameter  
  Simulations
We determined and visualised the sets of input variables for two articial and
two realworld tasks using an ensemble that contained one hundred twolayered
perceptrons with the hyperbolic tangent and the identity as transfer functions
of the hidden and output layer	 respectively
  Regression
The response of our articial regression task given ten input variables	 ie	
X
 
     X
 
	 is given by the following signal plus noise model Friedman 


T  
 sinX
 
X

  
 
X

 





 
X

 X

  	
where  is N  
	 ie	 standard normally distributed noise Note that the
response does not depend on the irrelevant input variables	 X

	 X

	 X
	
	 X


	
and X
 
 Each of the input variables is drawn from a uniform distribution over
 
	 but the input variables are dependent two irrelevant inputs are identical	
X


 X
 
	 as well as two relevant inputs	 X

 X


All neural networks in the ensemble had ten inputs	 seven hidden units	 and
one output	 and were trained as previously described using  estimation and
 validation patterns See Figure  for the sets of input variables we derived
with   equal to  Figure  shows that all neural networks	 except one
which is confused by the redundant irrelevant variable X
 
	 correctly learned
the structure of the problem since the right sets of input variables were detected
We have applied our algorithm on the Boston housing data Belsley et al

	 a wellknown realworld regression task All neural networks in the en
semble had thirteen inputs	 ve hidden units	 and one output	 and were trained

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Figure  The sets of the input variables of the rule problem as found by an
ensemble of a hundred neural networks with     See Section  for
explanation
using 	
 estimation and 	
 validation patterns For    
 all hundred
neural networks in the ensemble agreed that the variables are in order of de
creasing importance       
  	   	 and  In Hofmann 
Tresp  an exhaustive search in a Bayesian network is applied to determine
the structure and relevant variables of the Boston housing data The relevant
variables according to Hofmann  Tresp  are X
 
 X

 X

 X

 X

 and
X


To compare the predictions of Hofmann  Tresp  and our algorithm
the 
 data patterns were randomly divided in  test and  training pat
terns We trained three ensembles by randomly selecting 	 estimation and
	 validation patterns for each network One ensemble was trained using all
input variables The input of the other two ensembles was restricted to the six
most important variables according to the two algorithms Averaged over fty
runs the ensembles with all thirteen input variables had a worse performance
  
 than both the two ensembles with restricted input The ensemble
with input variables as given by Hofmann  Tresp  was not signicantly
better than our ensemble   
 versus   

  Classication
The response of our articial classication task given the ten binary input vari
ables X

     X

is given by the following rule
T  X

 X

X

  X

X
 
X

 
where  and  code false and true respectively The response thus depends
on one very important variable X

 two equally important variables X

and
X

 and three less important variables X

 X
 
 and X

 Furthermore the
response does not depend on the four irrelevant or noisy variables X
	
 X

 X



and X


All neural networks in the ensemble had ten inputs ve hidden units and
one output and were trained as described above using estimation and validation

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Figure  The sets of the input variables of the Wisconsin Breast Cancer
Database as derived from an ensemble of a hundred neural networks with
    See Section  for explanation
data both containing  patterns See Figure 	 for the sets of input variables
as found by an ensemble of a hundred neural networks with    

In Figure 	 we see that the neural networks did not all learn the same
solution to the problem since they disagreed on the relevance of for example
the theoretically equally important variables four ve and six Furthermore we
can see the structure of the rule problem ie one very important two equally
important three less important and four irrelevant variables
Finally our algorithm was applied on the Wisconsin Breast Cancer Database
Wolberg  Mangasarian 
 In this realworld classication task one has
to predict based on nine input variables whether or not a tumor is malignant
All neural networks in the ensemble had nine inputs ve hidden units and one
output and were trained using 	 estimation and 	 validation patterns See
Figure  for the sets of input variables as found by an ensemble of a hundred
neural networks with   equal to 
Like Setiono  Liu 
 we conclude that the two most relevant variables
are attribute 	 and  But we disagree on the next three
 
most relevant variables
To compare our algorithms prediction with those of Setiono  Liu 
 the
 data patterns were randomly divided in 
 test and  training patterns
We trained the networks in three ensembles as previously described using 
estimation and  validation patterns The input of the neural networks of the
rst ensemble was restricted toX

 X

 X

 X

 andX

 the ve most important
variables according to Setiono  Liu 
 The input of the second ensemble
was restricted to the ve most important variables according to our algorithm
ie X

 X

 X

 X

 and X

 The last ensemble received all variables as its
input Averaged over fty runs the ensemble with its input restricted according
to Setiono  Liu 
 was worse    	 than the other two ensembles
The ensemble with the input variables restricted according to our algorithm was
slightly but not signicantly better than the ensemble with all input variables
	  	 versus   	
 
If Setiono  Liu  would have specied which three variables were considered the
most relevant	 the comparison of our methods would be even more interesting	 since our
algorithm does not dene 
the third most important variable	 but yields an ensemble in
which two dierent solutions are included

  Discussion
In this article we described an algorithm for input selection based on an ensem
ble of neural networks In two articial problems we showed that the correct
sets were selected For two realworld problems we found solutions which were
at least as good as other solutions given in the literature Furthermore although
input selection based on a single neural network is an unstable process ie a
small change can yield a completely dierent selection input selection based on
an ensemble will be more stable due to the averaging over a large number of
neural networks
The algorithm which we proposed only stops when all variables have been
removed Afterwards we can determine the optimal ensemble for this task with
some additional statistical test see for example van de Laar et al 		
 As
already described our algorithm only considers ensembles which are composed
of neural networks with the same number of input variables Since these specic
ensembles constitute a subset of ensembles of neural networks we prefer to
consider our results only as a guideline For example our predictions whether a
breast cancer tumor is malignant might be based on an ensemble that contains
not only neural networks with  input variables ie X
 
 X

 X

 and X

 but
also networks with  input variables ie X
 
 X

 and X

and X
 
 X

 and X


Input selection can be viewed as a rst step towards the bigger challenge of
knowledge extraction where one searches for rules describing the problem at
hand see for example Setiono  Liu 		
 So although our input selection
algorithm might be improved and generalised we think that future research
should investigate whether techniques similar to those presented in this paper
can be used to obtain better and more stable rules by considering an ensemble
instead of a single neural network
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